
Wallace to the Leyond, Pigeon and Berens Rivers using different options 

 

I have made three trips into Manitoba’s Atikaki Provincial Park. The information in this report will 

supplement the two previous reports.   http://www.myccr.com/canoeroutes/wallace-lake-bloodvein-

river-tea-pail-portage            http://www.myccr.com/canoeroutes/obukowin-portages 

This is a G4 map showing details for the Atikaki area. Note that any waypoint with a ? is questionable 

and not been visited.   

https://mappingsupport.com/p/gmap4.php?q=https://sites.google.com/site/thenorthwoodsman1/opas

quia-dd/x0a69m1fg_Atikaki2017for-maps.kml?attredirects=0&d=1   

Details on the Broadleaf route to Aikens Lake and the Obukowin Portages to Carroll Lake on the 

Gammon River are in the previous reports and will not be repeated in detail here. This map shows the 

routes from Wallace Lake. Information here can be used to select a route to the northern rivers or to 

make numerous loop trips in Atikaki. 
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Once you are on the Gammon River there are more options to pick from. A common route to the 

northern rivers is to travel down the Gammon River to the Bloodvein River and then up the Sasaginnigak 

River to Atik Bay on the east side of Sasaginnigak Lake. This is where the other routes will end up too. 

An often used route is to use the Tea Pail Portages from the old channel of the Gammon River to enter 

the Bloodvein River at Stonehouse Lake. Another option to get to Stonehouse Lake is to travel north 

from Carroll Lake (Gammon River) in WCPP  in Ontario and enter the Bloodvein River at Artery. After 

checking out the pictograph site you would travel down the Bloodvein River for the next option for 

getting to Atik Bay. 

 

From Stonehouse Lake on the Bloodvein the shortest way to Atik Bay  is to use the Sakakoneekum 

portage to access Kawaseecheewonk Lake. A few short portages and another great pictograph site after 

the long portage and you are on Atik Bay. The Sakakoneekum portage has always been a nasty one, 

especially the middle third of the 2.3 k length. On my last trip I flagged and traveled a dry alternative to 



the mid portage bog walk. This new path is recorded in the gpx file in this trip report and can be seen in 

the G4 mapping link. 

 

 

Another option but more for making loops than accessing the northern rivers is a trip using Scout and 

Noname Lakes. Northern Tier uses Scout Lake as a base for their numerous Boy Scout trips each 

summer. They are only active while school is out so best to do this area early or late in the season. This 

is a great paddle route and works nicely  for getting to Kawaseecheewonk Lake. From there you can 

choose from the options and easily adapt your trip schedule if you are just touring. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

All these options have put you on Atik Bay of Sasaginnigak Lake. You now have two options for getting 

to Brad Lake and the last four portages to either the Leyond headwaters or Hangar Lake portages to the 

Pigeon River. Family Lake and the Berens River are just beyond. A common route is up the Atik River to 

Brad Lake. In June 2017 I found that river to be very low on water. Beaver dams had recently been 

washed out and no new beaver activity  was seen. We exited Brad Lake that way but had a lot more 

water when we accessed Brad Lake by using the Mikeeseewapeeko River and then using the portage 

over to Brad Lake. 

 

When using the gpx file or viewing it overlayed on G4 be aware that there could be errors. Any waypoint 

with a ? in the name means that that info came from a source but I had not been to the area to verify it. 



 

The following are general observations about the latest trip. 19 days in August 2017. It  was a very dry 

year and the Broadleaf had been out of water for weeks so we were forced to come and go from 

Wallace Lake using the Obukowin portages. This fire could be seen from Siderock Lake and we did not 

enter the three Obukowin Portages until we knew more about it. 

 

A satellite phone call to my wife revealed that it was 25k away and  east of Craven Lake in WCPP. That 

was bittersweet news because we had hoped to return via Artery Lake and avoid retracing too much of 

our route. As we toted our gear across the dry first portage of the three a storm passed and then an 



even larger one as we neared the end of the second portage. Over 75mm of rain gave us more slop but 

it put out the 2500 hectare fire that could have blocked our return or impacted us in other ways. I had 

secured our permit for one day in WCPP with their new on line option. We had just entered Manitoba 

on day three and spotted a great place to camp not knowing the bonus it would provide in the morning. 

We were selecting camps that had evening shade and morning sun. The next morning along with the sun 

came this bull Caribou. 

 

We were blessed with great weather the rest of the trip. We enjoyed Carlson Falls on the Gammon 

River. 

 



Aikens Lake only had a good chop as we skirted its edges heading for the main channel exit on the SW 

corner. We opted to take a camp there and enjoy the lake in one of its rare calm evenings. It was a big 

difference to some of the others times I have been on that lake when the wind was up.

 

The Gammon is a very scenic river as it leaves Aikens. 

 

 



Our goal was to use the Tea Pail portages for travel to Stonehouse Lake on the Bloodvein. We made 

camp a kilometer downstream from the portage. Travel to here heading upstream on the low water of 

the old channel of the Gammon had me doubting we could get to the portage. Two attempts as we ran 

out of water each time that evening during a scouting trip really took the wind out of my sails. Now our 

plans were really  running out of options. We could go on down the Gammon and paddle up the 

Bloodvein but the fire status was unknown meaning we may have had to retreat and backtrack our 

entire route. As I was checking distances on my gps I spotted two canoes coming through the wild rice 

where we had failed to find a channel. My spirits soared and my face must have brightened because my 

partner not seeing the canoes thought I had spotted some great wild life. Five women were on their way 

to the Pigeon River and were following Hap Wilson’s book. For some reason he used the old channel and 

many probably do the same thing not realizing the best is the main channel. They  were a few days 

behind as they had trudged up the Broadleaf route and its lack of water. The old Gammon channel was 

not much better. They did not say anything when they found these two old gray haired men sitting in 

camp at 4.5 days and they reached the same place in 5 or 6 hard ones. The next morning we headed for 

the channel in the wild rice and pulled through a rock garden to the portage.  

  

There was just enough water if you could find it. We had missed it because the channel only went back 

and forth across the expanse of wild rice and other vegetation. 

 

 

 



 

The Tea Pail Portage was in great shape and put us out on the Bloodvein’s Stonehouse Lake with low 

water levels that were easily managed. 

 

After two nights on the Bloodvein we headed for Scout Lake. Different maps from the past all show 

different routes into  Scout from the  Bloodvein. The Boy Scouts have a different route and it worked out 



very well. Scout Lake has astounding scenery on its west side. We camped high on a rock and enjoyed a 

great view. 

 

Details are hard to find about travel in this area. It takes some work to get into Scout Lake but the exit is 

only a 40 meter carry over some rough rock and then you can paddle east and then into Noname Lake 

without a portage. The scouts use Scout Lake heavily during their short summer season so it would be 

best to visit here early or late in the season. Beware they have a nasty portage they use going north 

from Scout you want nothing to do with. It is there as a fun challenge at the end of some of their trips. 

There are numerous old canoe routes east and NE of Scout and Noname Lakes that I have not checked 

out. Beware of waypoint names in my gpx file that have a ? in them.  

Travel up Noname and over to Kawaseecheewonk Lake is very nice and well worth a trip. As we left 

Kawaseecheewonk the main goal was to scout out a dry route instead of the long bog slog in the middle 

of that 2.3k portage (Sakakoneekum on some topo maps.) We left our gear where the swamp portion 

began and plotted a line on our gps’s to the long bay over on the Bloodvein. We passed through some 

thicker vegetation and broke out into open timber. Soon we were spotting old cairns and easily marked 

a decent route on our gps. Some old wood had to be thrown aside but we were able to haul  our gear 

across with only a few tight spots where the canoes would not fit between the trees. I used one steep 

pitch on the route that can be eliminated with a little more time. Once out on the southern dry portion 

of the trail one more reroute takes all the water out of the route. It should be noted that on the north 

end it is possible to stay high and avoid the bog. You will have a steep climb or descent to the portage 

landing but we had no trouble doing it. This portage will be a real time saver to the northern rivers if you 

also use the Tea Pail portage from the Gammon River. 



The fire in WCPP near Craven Lake was out so we headed upstream on the Bloodvein to Artery Lake. The 

portage from Artery to Ford Lakes is a mean 2.3 K. If you are not climbing you are descending back into a 

bog section, only to be repeated again and again. We found a nice campsite on the east shore of Ford 

and happily put the 1500 meter portage into Craven off until the morning. When we knew our dates for 

this segment for WCPP my wife secured our permit on-line and texted me the permit number. The 

excellent rerouted portage to Craven is what you get with the permit fees paid in WCPP. It was really a 

“Walk in the Park” compared to the Manitoba portages. We had calm waters and used them to get 

across Carroll and Obukowin Lakes easily. This put us in good position to do all three portages to 

Siderock in one day. Many breaks were taken including this one for a special pudding celebration at 

Stoneman near end of the second portage of out return. 

 

Water levels were still extremely low on the Wanipigow. Note the level of a few years ago. 



 

 

 

 

 

 


